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BfG-ph?°f Phy f001* on <*« foaa of an optimistic
fcitfc i in "fuJ "^°^ness of God?s world. But at bottom
it involved the s2?1 e fatalistic belief in a power outside
ourselves, that S^-^.-to; "rough-hew them
rhow we will". This power— or "jda^oji" as
Goethe liked to call it — may only lie in nerve* and
temperament, in inherited spiritual constitution, b^t it
is there all the same : a power, beyond our conirol,
that may make life one great round of successful
achievement, that may bring the right event at ,the
right moment, and smooth the way of genius tow Ids -
the highest achievement of which it is capable. Thus
it was with Goethe ; for his " daimon " was a friendly
" daimon ". But the " daimon " may be a power of
evil, as well as of good ; it may cross and thwart its
victim at every step ; burst every bubble of illusive
hope ; crush every aspiration with damning failure,
until the writhing victim gives up the struggle. Such
was the fate that hunted Strindberg to his Damascus.
The men who matter in this old Europe of ours are
never those who bask in the sunshine of happiness and
success ; not those who flatter the popular prejudices
and set their sails to the wind of popular taste. These
have their reward ; but whatever may be the reward
of genius, it is not happiness* It is men like Strind-
berg, who are fighters against their time, men whose
mission it is to shake the world out of its complacent
sleep of convention and tradition— to shake it to its
very foundations — it is the fighters against life, the
rebels, not those who swim with the current, who
make the wheels of progress go round. And such
was August Strindberg,

